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APEXEL APL-JJ21FL phone/stand holder with LED light (black)
In the age of social media, where everyone wants to make their photos and videos stand out, the Apexel APL-JJ21FL phone/stand mount
with LED light will  be an indispensable tool to achieve this goal. This innovative gadget combines functionality and versatility, offering
users a new level of control over lighting when creating content.
 
Lighting tailored to your needs
One of the components of this device is an LED lamp that offers three levels of brightness. Thus, regardless of the lighting conditions,
you can adjust the intensity of the light to your needs, providing optimal conditions for creating photos or live broadcasts. In addition, the
12 LEDs guarantee even and powerful illumination, which can significantly improve the quality of your work.
 
Versatility and comfort of use
The APL-JJ21FL is characterized by extreme versatility. It was designed for a wide range of applications - from selfies to live broadcasts to
video recording. Thanks to its compact size (135 × 240 mm) and lightweight design (90 g), this device is convenient to carry and can
accompany  you  in  any  situation.  In  addition,  the  Apexel  APL-JJ21FL  mount/stand  is  made  of  durable  ABS+PC  materials,  ensuring
long-lasting use and resistance to daily wear and tear. Powered by two AAA batteries (not included).
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Included
LED lightphone holdertripod 
ManufacturerApexel ModelAPL-JJ21FLLight typePortable handheld LED lamp with tripodMain material  ABS+PCBrightness levels3Number
of LEDs 12 pcsPower supply x2 AAA batteriesSize 135 × 240 mmNet weight 90 g

Price:

€ 11.00

Smartphone accessories, Akcesoria GSM, Selfiesticks, Uchwyty selfie, Tripods, statywy,
stojaki, Statywy i lampy pierścieniowe
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